Supplementary Material

SM.1 State-Space Model Structure
Mathematical models with state-space structure (Schweppe, 1973) can provide decision support methods for developing management plans that consider the impacts of hydrologic and land use alterations on water temperature. State-space models for continuous time have the general, nonlinear form: where C() is a vector of state variables, f and  are known, nonlinear functions, u are known inputs with uncertainty characterized by w, and the evolution of time is described by the number of time steps, n, at discrete intervals, .
In practice, linearization methods are used to obtain solutions to (2) in the form (Schweppe, 1973) :
where, B[C(n)] and u(n) are the known inputs, w(n) is a zero mean uncertainty process, and G[x(n)] is a known function of time characterizing the uncertainty, When a solution exists that is reasonably close to the true system state, C(n), then (3) can be written, to first order, as:
( (2012).
SM.2 Stream and River Segments Dominated by Advection
The linearized, discrete-time nominal (w(n) = 0.0) solution for a gridded river network in a Lagrangian frame of reference (Yearsley, 2009) having the form of (1) is given by Yearsley (2012):
where the parameters, da, db, ua and ub are estimated from rating tables prepared by USGS for the freely-flowing stream segments and Q(n,xj) is the segment streamflow and from reservoir geometry obtained from the US Army Corps of Engineers' (USACE) (2016) National Inventory of Dams (NID) for impoundment segments.
For those lakes and impounded segments with shallow depths and short residence times we estimated the speed of the water parcel U(nxj), could be estimated from the continuity equation:
where Ax(n,xj) is the cross-sectional area of the impoundment segment.
The solution to Equation (5) is subject to the initial conditions at time, n = 0, As in previous studies (Sun et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2012; Yearsley, 2012 Yearsley, , 2009 where Thead is daily headwaters temperature (°C), Tsmooth is smoothed air temperature (°C), and α, β, μ, γ are regression parameters.
The terms in Equation (5) For these assumptions, the nominal solutions to the thermal energy budget for those stream and river segments that we have assumed will stratify vertically are: The thermal energy budget for each stream segment is comprised of the thermal energy that is transferred across the air-water interface and the advected energy from tributary inflow.
